Jewish "ISIS" Killing Celebration at a Wedding

Right-wing Party Leader Naftali Bennett and his infamous Justice Minister (!) Ayelet Shaked.

Israeli channel 10 aired a video clip showing the killing celebration of right-wing
Israeli extremists supposedly having links to the perpetrators of the burning of the
baby Ali Dawabsha, who was burned to death in the July 31 firebombing in the
village of Duma in the occupied West Bank. The heinous attack killed the whole
family except the five-year-old Ahmed who is still hospitalized in Israel.
Israel has a very severe right-wing problem that has been going on since the terror
attack in 1980 against three majors of West Bank towns such as Bassam Shakaa of
Nablus, Karim Khalaf of Ramallah and Ibrahim Tawil of El-Bireh. This bomb was
discovered before it could go off. Shakaa lost both legs and Khalaf a foot. On 25
February 1994, another right-wing terror attack was committed by the extremist
Baruch Goldstein in the Ibrahim Mosque in Hebron killing 29 worshippers in coldblood and wounding another 125. Goldstein was beaten to death by survivors of the
rampage. He is burial ground In Kiryat Arba, became a pilgrimage side of the Israeli
right.
Instead of harassing and observing the victims of Israeli occupation. the Shin Bet,
Israel's notorious inner security service, the agents should crack down of the huge
right-wingers who's ideology can be described as racist Fascism. This phenomenon
is not a problem of the lunatic fringe but exists nationwide. The infamous justice
minister Ayelet Shaked from the right-wing ultra-nationalist "Jewish Home" party did
not criticize the content of this video. "“I regret that the video was released. This is

something that, in the end, hurts the State of Israel."1 Shaked got "famous" as she
called for the genocide of the Palestinians.2
Watch the eerie video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3h8FEvGNQg
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